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Today …

Design features of Social Benefit Bonds (SBBs) in health 

Reasons to be ready

The Kimberley: 

Learning by starting

Learning by listening 



Design features of SBBs (1)

 Premise of first SBB in Peterborough: 

A 20% reduction in the reoffending rate of 60% for short-
sentence male prisoners would permit four prisons to be 
closed within five years as a result of reduced demand 

 These bankable savings create the ROI

 Philanthropists risk principal and ROI unless pre-specified social 
outcomes are achieved.

 Intermediate and final ROI payments occur upon achievement of 
specified outcomes along the way

 Accountability and authority clear

 Drivers unwavering and legitimately bypass ‘short-termism’



Design features of SBBs (2)

 Government is relieved of the dual role of funder and 
manager and, instead, becomes a commissioner.

 Service providers apply with a clearer position of purpose and 
selected on capacity and performance

 Evidence-based health care (EBHC)

 Service providers apply known evidence in selecting initial 
service models and scaling up

 Performance and management resolutely data-driven

 Persistent performance gaps can be resolved through 
commissioned research and evaluation that decision 
makers want (and need)







Reasons to be ready

Grattan Institute 2013



“.. Such ferocious growth without commensurate improvement in 

outcomes should be a strong hint that public healthcare provision 

is fundamentally inefficient and grossly dysfunctional.”

Adam Creighton THE AUSTRALIAN 25 July 2015

“Spending reform is an essential complement to tax reform. 

Middle and higher-income taxpayers will not accept the burden of 

tax reform unless they see that the government is also serious 

about reforming expenditure.”

Alan Mitchell AFR 10-11 October 2015



“Government policy on the issues facing our country has lurched 
from one pole to the other.  Few truly significant reforms have 
been enacted… As a people we seem to have lost the patience 
required to engage on big topics.”

Michael Fullilove

Third Boyer lecture 11 October 2015

“.. There is an important dividend for political competence .. The 
public and the country expect governments to govern.”

The Hon Malcolm Turnbull, PM

THE AUSTRALIAN 24-25 October 2015



Getting ready …. 

• Conceptualise the Δ ie the quantitative change

• Calculate the savings

• Anticipate concerns

• Sow the seed for credible, responsible innovation in outcomes-
based funding in which the public can have confidence

• Find disinterested clinical, population health and management 
leadership to further detail SBB or like mechanism

• Augment this sector perspective with broader expertise  

• Remember the task is “Reducing misery rather than servicing 
it.” (NZ Finance Minister Bill English, 25 June 2015)



So now to the Kimberley …



Learning by starting

• In 2012, Ministry of Health in NZ started working towards the 
five year Better Public Services (PBS) target to reduce 
rheumatic fever by two-thirds to 1.4 cases per 100,000 people 
by June 2017

• Kimberley Aboriginal Health Planning Forum (KAHPF) agreed to 
halve the rate of initial episodes of Acute Rheumatic Fever 
among 5-14 year-old Aboriginal children in the Kimberley from 
7.4 per 1,000 to 3.7 per 1,000 by 2019

• Primordial and primary prevention to compliment RHD Register 
focus on secondary prevention and subsequent clinical 
pathways
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Learning by listening …

We don’t know what we don’t know



Leaders and structures are ready 



“If you muck up the approach, you muck up the landing”

The Hon Sussan Ley, Minister for Health 
The Weekend Australian Magazine 21-22 February 2015


